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INTRODUCTION
Bacteria have been studied as living entities (in vivo) for 150 years and in cell-free systems (in vitro) for
almost half that time. With the availability of DNA sequence information, it has become evident that
genes can also be studied as lines of text. A new domain of knowledge and research concerned with this
means of studying living systems has arisen; it has been referred to as informatics but also involves
standard aspects of mathematics and statistics as well. Beside using computer programs that
mechanically perform standard but tedious analysis of the information content of DNA, investigators are
now using programs that help generate new knowledge about this information. Thus, in addition to the
study of bacteria in vivo and in vitro, there is now an active endeavor studying them “in silico.”
Escherichia coli has been a paradigm for such studies. It is anticipated that the E. coli genome sequence
will be known by the end of 1997. In parallel, a vast amount of data on a variety of organisms has been
collected, and it has become an important task not only to handle this huge quantity of information but
also to extract from it the features that pertain to the concrete expression of life in general and to E. coli
in particular.
For the E. coli geneticist, no literature reviewing this new aspect of research exists; information is
scattered through a vast number of journals and papers, often presenting independent but redundant
approaches. Here we have summarized the less self-evident aspects of the data presented in the
literature. Readers interested in features relevant specifically to informatics can find in the databank
SEQANALREF an updated bibliography on software dealing with sequence analysis (SEQANALREF,
present in the EMBL data library package, contained 3,076 references in release 64 [October 1995]).
Major DNA and protein data banks are accessible on the Internet. The appropriate addresses can be
found in references 23, 42, and 71.
We shall follow the path that molecular geneticists pursue when they use formal techniques for
investigating the significance of genes at the DNA level or of proteins at the polypeptide chain level:
acquisition of sequences, analysis of these data, and management of DNA, RNA, and protein sequence
data.
METHODS FOR SEQUENCE ACQUISITION
Generation of Long DNA Fragments without Gaps
Sequencing short pieces of DNA (i.e., less than 5 kb) does not require the use of specialized programs
for aligning sequence subfragments obtained experimentally. One can start from both ends of the
original segment and extend the sequence by using oligonucleotides or by using sequencing of nested
deletions. This is not an easy or cost-effective effort when one is sequencing large segments. In this
case, it is more efficient to use as the starting material a DNA library generated by shotgun cloning of
ultrasonicated DNA or DNA fragmented with frequently cutting restriction enzymes. In this regard, it is
important to make use of programs permitting automated alignment of fragments, generating contiguous
overlaps (contigs). This task is not trivial, however, because the sequenced DNA segment often contains
repeated regions displaying little or no variation. In addition, sequenced fragments contain errors,
especially at their extremities, which are the very regions relied on for generating contigs.

Roger Staden has developed a program which has improved over the years in efficiency, speed, and
user friendliness. It is now incorporated in many sequence analysis softwares and generates a contiguous
sequence from a few hundred fragments (33, 34, 59, 175, 177, 178). Recent availability of sequencing
machines has renewed interest in constructing new programs aiming at generating reliable contigs, and
this is good news for investigators sequencing genomes of bacteria related to E. coli such as Salmonella
typhimurium (official designation, Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium). New programs are
needed because of limitations in current programs, such as the following: (i) one must often order
batches of more than 1,000 sequences; and (ii) one can seldom make use of the original raw data, even
though this would be extremely helpful, because most fragments contain a high level of ambiguous
assignments, as well as erroneous insertions or deletions (of the order of 1% or more), and also because
some fragments corresponded to duplicated regions very similar in sequence. The new programs based
on completely new and original principles permit construction of reliable contigs generated from more
than 1,000 fragments within a few hours, using a workstation (80) or simply a personal computer (60),
even when the sequenced segment contains repetitions. New improvements deal mainly with contig
length.
All programs for contig construction proceed in two steps. They start by determining a similarity
index between fragments, in order to identify overlaps, and subsequently concatenate those which
display regions of strong similarity, using a procedure designed for automatic classification.
(i) Programs differ chiefly in the methods used for detecting similarities. Those described in
references 80 and 135 compute a similarity index by dynamic programming (the latter takes into account
a global similarity index between sequences, whereas the former uses the highest score from the best
homology fragment present in similar sequences). The program described in reference 177 identifies the
longest common similar motif, and that described in reference 60 combines an information index
computed from the number of words in common between fragments with a score obtained by dynamic
programming.
(ii) The programs described in references 80, 135, and 177 use the same method for contig
construction: they order the fragments as matching pairs according to their similarity. Two fragments are
the most proximate when their similarity (as discussed above) is higher. The method is a sequential one,
each fragment being placed with respect to the fragments which have already been positioned with
respect to each other. This kind of approach is questionable when sequences are chimeric or repeated, or
when they display numerous errors at their extremities (backtracking inappropriate ordering is extremely
difficult when the starting clustering process is erroneous). In contrast, the program written by Gleizes
and Hénaut (60) proposes a global approach: the fragment collection is taken as a single entity, and the
fragments are ordered into each contig before alignment, thus allowing early detection of unlikely
events.
An important aspect of the procedure used for generating contigs will be the management of the
many sequences which are present in the literature and which can be combined to generate a detailed
patchwork chromosomal sequence for organisms such as E. coli.
At this stage of data acquisition, elimination of parasite data (vector sequences) is an important issue
(cf. the many vector sequences present in data libraries [96, 108, 141]). On the whole, sequence
information is generally obtained from analysis of short DNA fragments cloned into a variety of vectors,
and one must discard the sequences which contain vector sequences. This is not particularly difficult. In
a first round, sequences containing only vector sequences are eliminated, and chimeric sequences
containing fragments of the vectors are subsequently treated, with knowledge of characteristic features
of the vectors; “clean” sequences, with no remaining vector sequences, are then used for contig
generation.
Localization on the Restriction Map
E. coli was the first living organism for which we possessed a detailed physical map. In 1987, Kohara
and coworkers, in a seminal paper, described the restriction map of the entire E. coli K-12 chromosome,
using eight restriction enzymes, EcoRI, EcoRV, HindIII, BamHI, BglI, KpnI, PstI, and PvuII (92). The

corresponding map ordered almost 8,000 restriction sites. It was therefore generally difficult, knowing
only a list of fragment lengths from a cloned region, to map it by visual comparison with Kohara’s map.
Many programs permitting direct comparisons between restriction maps have been written, and some
have been devoted specifically to E. coli (81, 113, 120, 154). The programs of Médigue et al. (113) and
Rudd et al. (154) are specifically designed for the E. coli genome. They take into account the fact that
Kohara’s data are not always accurate (i.e., some sites are missing, and sites that are next to each other
are often inverted when they originate from different enzymes or are taken as a single site when they
come from a single enzyme). Such programs have been used for some time to permit localization of
cloned genes, in order to avoid using the tedious and sometimes difficult in vivo genetic mapping
strategy.
It is clear, however, that as more and more sequences of genes have become known, these programs
have become obsolete. It is now much easier to sequence a short fragment of the cloned gene and
compare it with the known sequence (e.g., the BigSeq file proposed by Rudd and coworkers [153]). In
principle, however, the programs could be used to map genes on other chromosomes, at the start of
genome projects, when a restriction map is known.
Data Libraries and Specialized Databases
Data Libraries. At present, four main libraries constitute a repository of an almost complete set of the
DNA sequences generated worldwide (Table 1): the EMBL-EBI data library (146), GenBank (genetic
sequences data bank [11], now administered by the National Center for Biotechnology Information),
DDBJ (DNA data bank of Japan [122]), and GSDB (genome sequence data bank [1]). These libraries
collect all existing information on DNA sequences published or submitted for publication. They are not
specialized for individual organisms; in fact, they contain all data sent to them, from sequences shorter
than 10 nucleotides (!) to complete individual genomes. As a result, the corresponding information is
highly redundant.
Data can be organized into phylogenetically consistent patterns, which permits one to compare a
particular organism, in our case E. coli and other, related enterobacteria, with near and distant relatives.
As a case in point, the Ribosomal Database Project compiles ribosomal sequences and related data from
all possible organisms and redistributes them in aligned and phylogenetically ordered form. It also offers
various software packages for handling, analyzing, and displaying sequences. In addition, this project
offers certain analytic services dealing with phylogenies of rRNAs. The project is still in an intermediate
stage of development but may be expected to bring important information on the structures and
functions of ribosomes in general and of model organisms in particular (98, 127). R. Christen
(christen@ccrv.obs-vlfr.fr, unpublished data) has also developed an rRNA database for bacteria which
comprises more than 1,800 individual species.
For protein sequences, data have been collected since the early 1950s. A paradigm is the Atlas of
Protein Sequence and Structure, developed by Dayhoff and coworkers and published yearly (32). At
present, there are two main protein data banks: PIR/NBRF (9) and SwissProt (8). The latter is much less
redundant than the former, and Bairoch is very careful in annotating sequences as precisely and
completely as possible. This is, understandably, at the expense of exhaustivity
There also exist libraries which are derivatives of these primary sources of information and
dedicated to a specific topic. They contain an “added value” due to the fact that their authors have done
considerable work— sometimes measured in years of effort— to organize or annotate the data. The most
frequently used are NRL_3D, PROSITE, and BLOCKS. NRL_3D (133) is a PIR/NBRF subproduct; it
contains all protein sequences whose structures have been determined at a significant resolution level,
generally by X-ray diffraction or high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. PROSITE
(7) is distributed by the EMBL-EBI. It is a bank of consensus motifs organizing the protein sequences
present in SwissProt into classes. For each class, the corresponding annotations are the result of the work

of specialists. As a result, they are very rich and precise. The way in which they are indexed permits an
easy analysis of protein classes present in the genomes of prokaryotes, such as E. coli and S.
typhimurium. BLOCKS (76) has the same goal as PROSITE, but it provides multiple alignments
corresponding to the consensus motifs.

PRODOM is a protein data library, generated from SwissProt, which aims at identifying individual
domains present in proteins and assembled in a combinatorial way in different types of proteins (173).
PRODOM identifies domains only when they are part of proteins differing in structure or function.
Hence, domains can be identified only when they have been shuffled during evolution between
different protein types. A multidomain protein having only homologous counterparts with the same
overall structure will appear as a single domain protein for PRODOM. As a consequence, as time
elapses, many proteins present in PRODOM as now displaying one domain will be split into several
domains.
Searching Data Banks. The total amount of data in sequence libraries is so large that it is impossible to
extract appropriate information without the help of a specialized query interface. Many programs aiming
at fast interrogation have been written, but none can execute all search criteria that any scientist would
like to follow. However, ACNUC, ATLAS, SRS, and Entrez, taken together, cover most of the needs.
ACNUC (62) is used mostly for nucleic acid sequences. It has the unique feature of verifying the
consistency of the information present in the EMBL data library, GenBank, or PIR before it creates its
own index tables and thus is the cleanest and surest search program. In contrast, ATLAS (9) is used
mostly for proteins. It allows one to answer immediately queries of the type “which are all the proteins,
present in the banks, having the sequence GDSGGP?” or “which are the proteins having less than 15%
acidic residues?” SRS (48) permits one to work with almost any type of data library by automatic
generation of links between them; from a sequence identified in the EMBL-EBI data library, it is
possible to find the records for the protein in PIR or SwissProt to see whether it contains a motif
identified in PROSITE or BLOCKS and extract all proteins belonging to the same family. Entrez
constitutes the paradigm for the new generation of search softwares. It links sequences present in
GenBank or PIR to references present in MEDLINE. In addition, this software links together the
sequences which have been considered similar by the program BLAST (5).

TABLE 2 Codon usage in the three major classes of E. coli genesa
Amino Acid
Codon
Class

Amino
acid

Codon

Class

Leu

ctt
ctc
cta
ctg

I
9.70
10.40
3.09
52.79

II
5.56
8.03
0.83
76.67

III
19.00
9.04
6.81
29.99

ttt
ttc
tta
ttg

I
55.09
44.91
10.99
13.02

II
29.08
70.92
3.44
5.47

III
7.14
32.86
20.09
15.05

Ser

tct
tcc
tca
tcg

13.26
15.02
10.83
16.88

32.41
26.56
4.79
7.39

19.63
11.34
22.09
10.60

Pro

cct
ccc
cca
ccg

13.71
11.19
18.63
56.47

11.23
1.63
15.25
71.89

28.30
16.26
31.50
23.94

Tyr

tat
tac
taa
tag

54.42
45.58

35.23
64.77

69.60
30.40

His

cat
cac
caa
cag

56.80
43.20
33.40
66.60

29.77
70.23
18.65
81.35

61.69
38.31
37.06
62.94

tgt
tgc
tga
tgg

40.90
59.10

38.85
61.15

55.71
44.29

Arg

100.00

100.00

100.00

cgt
cgc
cga
cgg

38.99
43.23
5.52
8.97

64.25
32.97
1.07
0.80

26.05
21.94
12.80
13.62

att
atc
ata
atg

51.20
44.37
4.43
100.00

33.49
65.94
0.57
100.00

47.57
26.65
25.78
100.00

Val

gtt
gtc
gta
gtg

23.74
22.48
14.86
38.92

39.77
13.45
19.97
26.81

34.33
18.95
21.78
24.94

Thr

act
acc
aca
acg

14.85
46.83
10.52
27.81

29.08
53.60
4.67
12.65

26.83
24.45
27.93
20.80

Ala

gct
gcc
gca
gcg

14.52
27.62
19.63
38.23

27.54
16.14
24.01
32.30

22.86
23.67
31.27
22.19

Asn

aat
aac
aaa
aag

40.87
59.13
75.44
24.56

17.25
82.75
78.55
21.45

64.06
35.94
72.21
27.79

Asp

gat
gac
gaa
gag

62.83
37.17
68.33
31.67

46.05
53.95
75.35
24.65

70.47
29.53
66.25
33.75

Phe
Leu

TER

Cys
TER
Trp
Ile

Met

Lys

Gln

Glu

Ser

agt
13.96
4.52
18.73
Gly
ggt
32.91
50.84
31.79
agc
30.04
24.33 17.61
ggc
43.17
42.83
24.51
Arg
aga
1.75
0.62
15.63
gga
9.19
1.97
24.75
agg
1.54
0.29
9.96
ggg
14.74
4.36
18.95
a
Genes are clustered by using factorial correspondence analysis into three classes. Class I contains genes involved in most metabolic
processes. Class II genes correspond to genes highly and continuously expressed during exponential growth. Class III genes are implicated
in horizontal transfer of DNA. One can see that the distribution of codons in class III genes is more or less even, whereas it is extremely
biased in class II genes (in particular, codons terminated in A are selected against). See reference 114.

BLAST is a program meant to detect similarities between DNA or protein sequences by identifying
segments which have some degree of identity, according to a preset correspondence matrix between the
letters of the alphabet describing the sequences (such as PAM matrices [160], in the case of proteins).
This program does not try to concatenate segments, and it displays those which have an identity score
higher than a threshold value. Gaps are not taken into account, and so a list of fragments is produced,
some of which can be widely distant in the sequence. Because gaps are not considered, it is possible to
calculate a probability a priori for obtaining a given sequence, and to keep it in the output, as significant
if this probability is low enough. This criterion has been used in the construction of the PRODOM data
library. Because of its structure, BLAST generates both false positives and false negatives. The former
correspond to segments which are rich in a single amino acid type, for instance, arginine or proline. The
latter correspond to pairs of proteins which are globally similar over a very long segment but dissimilar
locally.
Gaps can be taken into account by a second program which is widely used for comparing all data
present in libraries, FASTA (and its derivatives) (134). To gain time, this program identifies, in the
sequences which are compared with each other, all regions of identity. It considers subsequently an
alphabet of equivalence between residues, nucleotides, or amino acids, which can be degenerate (a
matrix for accepted point mutations [PAM matrix] or an alphabet of 19 residues wherein lysine and

arginine would be equivalent, for instance), and computes a score for each similarity segment. It can
easily be seen that speed increases at the expense of sensitivity: two “homologous” segments displaying
a large number of conservative replacements will escape identification. In a second step, FASTA tries to
chain homologous segments and aligns the regions located in between with a classical algorithm. Thus,
FASTA attempts to create an alignment for the largest possible composite segment, creating gaps at
appropriate locations. However, because there is a penalty score for gaps, if the gap is too large, only the
best aligned segment will be conserved, leaving parts of the sequence aside even though they had been
identified as significant in the first round.
BLAST and FASTA are complementary programs: a similarity detected by one program can escape
the other, and vice versa. It is therefore important to have an idea of the significance of alignments, in
terms of both statistics and biology, and, in many cases, to use both programs. The algorithm permitting
detection of local homology written by Smith and Waterman (171) (program BESTFIT of the Genetics
Computer Group package [40]) is more sensitive, but it is also much slower and cannot be used for
scanning the totality of banks unless run on machines having a dedicated architecture (program BLITZ
on a machine using 4096 parallel processors, accessible through an electronic mail server at the EMBLEBI). The very high number of sequence duplicates in data libraries makes the identification of
similarities difficult. Altschul et al. (4) discuss some of the means which can be used to get round this
difficulty.
It has not been possible to give a straightforward interpretation of the significance of a sequence
alignment. As usual, E. coli provided paradigm studies. Landès et al. (97), analyzing E. coli tRNA
synthetases, have shown that one of the most reliable methods, but certainly one not without flaws, is
based on a statistical evaluation, using the simulation power of computers, of the score value Q of
program BESTFIT (106). The principle of the method is to compare score Qij obtained by using
BESTFIT between sequences i and j with the score obtained with sequence i and a random permutation
of the symbols describing sequence j. This operation is repeated a hundred times, permitting calculation
of a mean score Qm and a standard deviation σ. The Z score Zij for sequences i and j is given by Zij = (Qij
– Qm)/σ. One can extract from the Z score histogram a value Z0 that permits separation between those
sequences which are strongly related to each other and the others (Z scores higher than Z0 for the former
and lower than Z0 for the latter). To calculate the distance dij between sequences i and j, one first
calculates the probability pij that a score Z will be higher than score Zij , assuming that Z scores follow a
normal distribution (p0 is the value of this probability for score Z0): dij = log(pij) – log(p0) if Zij < Z0 and
dij = 0 otherwise.
Databases Dedicated to E. coli. Several data libraries dedicated to E. coli have been maintained, some
of them for a long time. Since 1989, Wahl et al. have collected the E. coli sequences present in the
EMBL data library and in GenBank (187, 188). In the same way, Rudd et al. have developed a software
which contains both data files and programs for collecting, aligning, representing graphically, and
analyzing sequences (151–153). This permits them to represent the gene and restriction maps together
with sequences obtained from various laboratories after elimination of redundancies. These programs
and data sets are available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information at the U.S. National
Library of Medicine (Table 1). EcoSeq is a nonredundant collection of genomic DNA sequences;
EcoMap is an alignment and integration of EcoSeq with the genomic restriction map of Kohara et al.
(92); EcoGene is a database of information about genes and gene products; MapSearch is a restriction
map alignment program; PrintMap is a Postscript-based publication-quality map drawing utility;
GeneScape is a genomic restriction map editor/browser for Macintosh computers; ChromoScope is a
platform-independent network-based application for sequence/map display, alignment, retrieval, and
maintenance. Also, StySeq1 (11% of the chromosome of S. typhimurium) has just been completed and is
presently available on the same site. It is described in this book (chapter 110). At much the same time,
Médigue and coworkers developed a database managed by the relational database management system
(DBMS) 4th Dimension on Macintosh (116). The corresponding data structure, which allows
multicriterion searches, was exported to develop specialized databases for other genomes such as that of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (170) or Bacillus subtilis (123). Finally a database for managing E. coli

sequences, Escherichia coli Genome Database (95), has been developed in Japan. More recently Mori
and coworkers have organized E. coli sequence data into a series of flat files, GenoBase, which can be
accessed through a graphic interface: clicking with the mouse on a given region of the map (displayed
graphically) allows one to display the records containing the related information (DNA and protein
sequences, aligned result of a FASTA search) (GenoBase 1.1; K. Takemoto, M. Yano, Y. Akiyama, and
H. Mori, unpublished data). This structure does not provide, however, the relational interface permitting
multicriterion searches.
A recent trend in the development of databases dedicated to the management of compete genomes
is the use of sophisticated informatics techniques allowing scientists to handle not only data but also the
knowledge associated with them. Development of software able to guide the user in the choice of
appropriate methods for a given purpose would constitute a significant advance. Environments which
allow one to model and to manipulate descriptive knowledge generated by a genome sequencing
program, to help the user in solving sequence analysis problems through task decomposition and method
selection, and finally to display and to manage the set of newly created objects are being constructed.
These systems are therefore meant to integrate descriptive knowledge on the entities involved (genes,
promoters, maps, etc.) together with methodological knowledge on a large and extendable set of analysis
methods. Such object-oriented knowledge bases have been developed by Shin et al. (166) and by
Perrière and Gautier (ColiGene [138]).
Finally, there are databases dedicated to the management of bacterial strains. The paragon is the base
developed by Berlyn and Letovsky for the management of B. Bachmann’s E. coli Genetic Stock Center
(13, 102; chapter 134 in this volume). A description of the Salmonella Genetic Stock Center and related
information appear in chapters 135 and 136. There is also a reference collection, EcoR, for natural
isolates of E. coli isolated from all parts of the world (126).
Linking Gene Databases to Data on Intermediary Metabolism. A few databases are oriented to the
intermediary metabolism of E. coli. DBEMP (database for enzymes and metabolic pathways) is being
developed by E. Selkov et al. (Institute of Biophysics, Puschino, Russia). DBEMP contains information
on enzymes and metabolic pathways derived from published articles. Its major strength comes from its
comprehensiveness: 10,000 records, based on 6,000 articles and including more than 2,000 enzyme
activities from all animal and plant sources. The DBEMP format contains about 300 individual fields,
covering all features of enzymology. The software management system has been built specifically for
this application; it is developed under MS-DOS and runs on PCs.
METALGEN (150) is a relational database constructed with the relational database management
system 4th Dimension (Macintosh). It presents metabolic charts inspired by Boehringer’s metabolic
chart (118). Metabolic pathways (the actual schemes are predefined) are freely explored by the user
while keeping links to the corresponding genes and their regulation. In addition to its dedicated graphics,
METALGEN has a built-in possibility to edit pathways and data and to do multicriterion searches.
Attached procedures are regularly created and updated for specialized queries. In particular, it permits
calculation of optimal pathways, for a given constraint, as a function of the culture medium and permits
investigation of the possible phenotypes derived from the presence of one or several mutations, as
proposed by the user. METALGEN currently contains information about 17 general metabolic pathways
and 111 specialized pathways. They are represented by 300 pictures, 50 of which can be starting points
to specialized pathways, using mouse clicks. A total of 550 enzymes or protein complexes that catalyze
602 reactions and transport are described. They involve 587 metabolites and 450 E. coli genes. In
parallel, it is being linked to information about intermediary metabolism in other model organisms. The
stoichiometry of 5,000 biosynthetic pathways has also been calculated by an embedded program and is
included in the database.
Finally, EcoCyc, a sibling of the knowledge base CompoundKB dedicated to compounds of
intermediary metabolism (88), is a knowledge base of E. coli genes and metabolism that runs on the
Macintosh on Unix workstations. Its graphical user interface creates drawings of metabolic pathways, of
individual reactions, and of the E. coli genetic map (89, 90). Users can call up objects through a variety
of queries (such as retrieving an enzyme by a substring search) and then navigate to related entities

shown in the resulting display window. For example, a user could zoom in on a region of the genetic
map, click on a gene to obtain detailed information about it, and then navigate to the enzyme product of
the gene and then to the metabolic pathway containing the enzyme. Metabolic pathway drawings are
produced automatically and can be executed in several styles, such as with compound structures present
or absent. The EcoCyc knowledge base currently contains information about 38 pathways, 200 enzymes
that catalyze 160 reactions, 1,100 metabolic compounds, and 2,030 E. coli genes. EcoCyc contains
extensive information about each enzyme, including its cofactors, activators and inhibitors (qualified by
type), subunit composition, substrate specificity, and molecular weight. Individual values in the
knowledge base are extensively annotated with citations to the literature, as are comment fields.
Two-Dimensional Gels. Finally, there exists a large collection of data describing two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis of proteins, organized in a specialized database (see chapter 115). It will be important, in
the future, to connect the corresponding data to databases describing genes, sequences, and gene
products and their functions.
IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNALS IN NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCES
Identification of Genes
Predicting Genes Coding for Proteins. The first problem addressed by experts when they are facing
newly sequenced DNA segments is localization of the regions which code for proteins. Despite the fact
that many methods for solving this problem have been published, none are totally successful. In the case
of E. coli, the problem has been initially simplified, because the codon usage, as derived from the first
set of sequenced genes, is strongly biased. Knowing that an open reading frame (i.e., a region of 3n
nucleotides limited by a translation termination codon, UAA, UAG, or UGA) contains a high frequency
of such biased codons strongly suggests that a protein-coding sequence is contained within the open
reading frame (with the corresponding reading frame) (176).
This method is suitable only for genes which have a codon bias defined by the first set of genes
which have been sequenced and is therefore dangerous to use as an only source of information for
defining protein-coding sequences (we reflect here the experimentalist’s bias). Indeed, as found by
Médigue et al. (114), there is in E. coli at least one class of genes which escapes identification: the class
of genes exchanged by horizontal transfer. Other methods should therefore be used in this case.
Examples are the method of Fichant and Gautier (52) (which is based on the identification of a
heterogeneity in the frequency of bases present in each of the three reading frames) and the GenMark
(renamed GeneMark, for copyright reasons) software (20), derived from work on periodical Markov
chains (91). Both methods are based on the identification of the triplet base composition bias between
the three frames inside coding regions.
Predicting the Physiological Activity of Genes Coding for Proteins. Because the genetic code is
redundant, the codons specifying a given amino acid may be used in genes at highly variable
frequencies. It was established long ago that at least under certain circumstances, there is a relationship
between codon preference and expression level of genes (17, 61, 65). It has been therefore interesting to
order genes having similar codon usage by using the computation of a χ2 distance between genes
according to their codon usage. This distance has been subsequently used for clustering genes by using
factorial correspondence analysis (64, 77, 99). In particular, resorting to this method (35, 73) permitted
Médigue et al. to unambiguously demonstrate that E. coli genes fall into three main classes based on
codon usage (114).
In this method, classes are characterized by the importance of the bias between synonymous codons.
For example, as seen in Table 2, it was observed that in class II genes, leucine is coded by CUA in less
than 1% of the cases, whereas CUG accounts for 77% of the codons. The bias is lower in class I genes
(3% CUA and 53% CUG) and becomes weak in class III genes (7% CUA and 30% CUG, which
nevertheless remains the major leucine codon). The number of avoided codons (frequency of less than

6%) is very high in class II genes (61, 66, 84, 165). In class I genes, there are only five codons of
frequency lower than 6%, and there are none in class III genes. Médigue et al. have summarized the
clustering of more than 780 genes of E. coli into the three most obvious classes (116). The classes are
unequal; class I comprises 64% of the genes, class II comprises 25%, and class III comprises 11%.
Generally speaking, there is a functional kinship between the members of a given class. Genes found in
class III are involved in genetic exchange between organisms. A separate analysis has shown that genes
present in plasmids belong to this latter class.
It had long been assumed that codon usage in a gene was the result of a selection pressure adjusting
the pool of available tRNA molecules to the codon frequency, as a function of the drift toward a mean
base composition mediated by mutations. Class II genes were thought to best reflect this adaptation (17,
65, 66, 83, 84, 164). Kurland et al., however, have shown that isoacceptor tRNA concentration and
relative abundance vary as a function of the growth rate, and that the tRNA pool is constantly adapted to
the mean protein composition of the cell (45–47). Correspondence between tRNA relative abundance
and codons used in class II genes, as noticed by Ikemura (83), is true only during exponential growth on
a rich medium. The diversity in tRNA composition is much more important when cells are not growing
exponentially, and it matches much better the codon frequency of class I or class III genes.
Bacteria are rarely living under exponential growth conditions, and the other states are certainly as
important for population survival. Accordingly, the results obtained by Kurland and coworkers suggest a
new interpretation for the meaning of codon usage: the preferential usage of a codon in a gene reflects
the composition of the tRNA pool under conditions in which the gene is normally expressed, and this
composition can be very different from that of class II genes. This hypothesis predicts that all genes
specific to a given physiological state tend to use synonymous codons in the same way, the degree of
expression having only a secondary effect on modulating the adjustment between codons and tRNAs.
Whether this is true will probably be seen in the fine analysis of codon usage in gene families expressed
under similar conditions. In conclusion, analysis of codon usage is interesting because it can provide
information on the integration of a gene function in E. coli physiology.
Predicting Genes for tRNAs and rRNAs. With regard to RNA genes, the situation for E. coli is
unique, because the sequences as well as the locations in the genome of presumably all rRNA and tRNA
genes are known. The programs which have been developed for proposing identification of such
sequences therefore are not of much use. However, in the case of tRNAs in particular, there might be
genes that are cryptic, or expressed in very special conditions, and thus not yet identified. It would
therefore be of interest to use programming language such as the one devised by Searls, which uses a
linguistic approach to identify tRNA molecules (161, 162). The program of Fichant and Burks (51),
which integrates the knowledge of many tRNA genes into a software constructed ad hoc, permits
scanning of the E. coli genome for putative sequences. This program is supposed to yield less than 1
(presumably false-positive) positive outcome for 3 × 105 bp. This low value should prompt further
investigation by the biologist, when a positive score corresponding to no known gene is encountered, to
determine whether this result indicates the presence of a cryptic gene.
Identification of Sequence Signals
Predicting Promoters. Three definitions of a promoter coexist: (i) the region permitting the control of
transcription of an operon, as defined by Monod and coworkers; (ii) the binding site of an RNA
polymerase, active for transcription initiation; and (iii) a transcription start site, as seen by actual
identification of the 5′terminus of mRNA molecules. The first definition encompasses large regions of
DNA and involves in particular those regions where transcription factors interact directly or indirectly
with RNA polymerase. Generally speaking, promoter sequences are identified as corresponding to the
second definition, and this permitted early investigators to propose the existence of so-called consensus
regions believed to identify the binding sites for RNA polymerase, after isolation of a collection of
promoter region sequences. According to this definition, E. coli promoters encompass a ≈75-nucleotide
region upstream of the RNA start site. Counting from the start site, Pribnow initially proposed that a

consensus sequence TAT(A/G)AT, comprising six bases, was situated around –10 (144). Subsequently,
Maniatis et al. (110) discovered that a second conserved region, TGTTG, was located around –35.
Siebenlist et al. (169) further refined the consensus by changing it to TTGACA after having analyzed a
collection of promoters. Automatic identification of promoters started with this concept of consensus.
However, as more promoters were collected, the very notion of consensus became more and more fuzzy,
because for each position of a promoter, an exception could be found. The degeneracy is such that a
combination of –10 or –35 motifs can be found every 200 nucleotides in a random sequence (44). This
obviously precludes the use of consensus sequences in the actual prediction of promoters. It is therefore
clear that one has to find other means to identify promoters (and indeed, when facing the problem, those
involved in the sequencing of the E. coli genome have in fact combined a consensus approach with
individual scanning of the sequence by eye).
Some progress was made when it was recognized that the spacing between the consensus regions
was preserved (presumably indicating some sort of physical constraint between RNA polymerase
subunits). This demonstrated that the meaning of a consensus motif depended on its surrounding
regions. One therefore had to incorporate biological knowledge of the actual process of recognition if
one wished to construct predictive methods (6, 72). Hawley and McClure (72) introduced the idea that
the significance of a consensus motif in the overall composition of the region was to be found in the
global nucleotide composition of the region. Harley and Reynolds (70) demonstrated that the region
between –35 and –10 generally spanned 17 ± 1 nucleotides, the maximum variation being between 15
and 21 nucleotides. On the basis of this description, most promoters can be separated into three groups
as a function of the spacing between the consensus regions (16, 17, or 18 nucleotides), maximum
efficiency being obtained when the spacing is 17 nucleotides (6).
Schneider et al. (159) proposed to give a measure for consensus sequence “plasticity” at a given
position (its degree of uncertainty), thus giving a quantitative background to the concept of signal. For
this, they used a fundamental concept in information theory, Shannon’s entropy (163).
H, Shannon’s entropy of system X, is described as
H(X) = -∑ i=1 n pi log2 pi
where pi represents the probability for the different states of the system (i.e., probability of finding
nucleotide A, C, G, or T at a given position X). Three properties justify the use of Shannon’s entropy
H(X) as a measure of the degree of uncertainty: (i) it becomes zero when a given state is known for
certain (a single nucleotide type can be present at position X); (ii) for a given number of states, it is
maximum when the states have equal probability, and it increases with the number of states (the entropy
value is 2 if the four bases have equal probability); (iii) it is additive (i.e., when several independent
systems are taken as a whole, their entropies are added [the entropy of a sequence is equal to the sum of
the entropies of each position]). It must be emphasized that this measure of information refers not to a
single sequence but only to families of sequences. The bit is the entropy unit.
Despite its very primitive character (it is simply the computation of an average value), Shannon’s
entropy can measure some degree of knowledge about a given sequence. Let us consider a sequence
segment X; we shall evaluate the information which is added when the state of the system is becoming
known. Before knowing the function of the system (initial state), the probability that a given position is
occupied by a given nucleotide is equal to the probability pi of presence of this nucleotide in the
segment. The corresponding Shannon’s entropy H(X) is maximum. Once the function Y of the segment
is deciphered (for example, it is a promoter), the uncertainty as to the presence of a nucleotide at a given
position is reduced, and Shannon’s entropy H(X|Y) is lower than the entropy a priori (it becomes zero if
there is only one nucleotide possible at each position). If we term IYà X the information brought about by
the determination of state Y of system X, it can be measured by the diminution of Shannon’s entropy
when compared with the situation a priori: IYà X = H(X) – H(X|Y).
Stormo proposes two additional approaches to measure the information content of a sequence (180,
181). The first one is based on an analogy with a thermodynamic equilibrium, and the second is based
on a probabilistic view of the problem (likelihood statistics). The domain of validity of the

thermodynamic analogy has been experimentally studied (181). Each of these different viewpoints has
its own value. All lead to the same mathematical equations. In what follows, we shall use only the
vocabulary of information theory, but one should bear in mind that the underlying justification could rest
on assumptions other than those explicitly made in this theory.
In the practical use of the concept of Shannon’s entropy, one must take into account the fact that it is
relative and refers to families of sequences having the same general properties. To speak of the Shannon
information content of a given genome, as is sometimes done, therefore makes no sense.
When considering a set of sequences for which a consensus is sought, one must be sure of the
conformity of each sequence with respect to all sequences present in the consensus set. Thus, O’Neill
(128) proposed a semiempirical formula derived from the work of Berg and von Hippel (12), who have
detected a composition bias in the 58 nucleotides covering the promoter region. This semiempirical
formula results in a description of an E. coli σ70 promoter which is more complete than the description
which uses a consensus matrix (176). It takes into account the probability of dissociation of RNA
polymerase as a factor permitting discrimination of promoter sequences.
All of these methods, which helped refine the concept of signal and progressively led to
abandonment of the idea of consensus (70, 112, 176), permitted O’Neill and Chiafari (132) to construct
a prediction method for identification of σ70 promoters. Despite the fact that one has to look for a single
biological entity, these authors have been led to construct four different programs; they take into account
a region spanning 58 nucleotides and split the search between four promoter types, in which 16, 17, and
18 nucleotides, as noticed by Hawley and McClure (72), separate the –35 region from the –10 region.
The fourth type corresponds to viral promoters, wherein a 17-nucleotide span is fixed, and it differs from
chromosomal counterparts.
We wish to emphasize at this point that the very nature of a promoter remains a mystery; the
programs of O’Neill and Chiafari (132) cluster together heuristics (an heuristic is a general exploration
procedure, an educated guess based on intuition and expertise, which models reality but explores only
the “best” pathways and therefore cannot necessarily achieve its goal or provide an explanation for its
possible success), which are applicable only to promoters for which the separation between the –35 and
–10 regions is 16 to 18 nucleotides. Not only do they leave open the question of the other types of
promoters, but they also assume the existence of four types, while at the same time it is supposed that it
is the same σ70 holoenzyme which recognizes all types. The true reason underlying the promoter
recognition process by RNA polymerase is therefore still unknown (see, however, reference 41).
O’Neill (129) summarized efforts made during 15 years to precisely identify promoters. He studied
the logic underlying the organization of the various types of promoters. It seems that in all cases, one
could identify a 10-nucleotide-long degenerate palindromic sequence, repeated at least five times and
constituting the core sequence of all promoters. However, there is no experimental verification of the
importance of degenerate palindromes, and the statistical analyses that led to these conclusions were
flawed by the small sample size and too many related promoters, as pointed out by Cardon (24), who
used a larger, more complete promoter collection.
The analysis of crystals of a repressor-operator complex permitted identification of some of the
constraints operating in the protein-DNA interaction, which could be important in the case of RNA
polymerase-promoter interactions (93). This would explain some of the variety of conservation observed
along the promoter sequences: some nucleotides interact directly with the protein, whereas others are
responsible for minute alterations in the local DNA structure, permitting optimum accommodation of the
protein. This change in standpoint, which has witnessed a change in the study of promoter sequences
from a simple linear consensus sequence to a three-dimensional structure wherein nucleotides do not
play a role in themselves but act through their influence on the spatial configuration, is typical of a
major trend in the evolution of ideas in the future analysis of genomes in silico. A comparable evolution
is witnessed at present in the direct experimental approach, whereby, for example, supercoiling of DNA
is now taken into account as a major determinant of promoter function (53). This change is in fact
reflecting a modification in our understanding of the biological meaning of the sequence: in terms of
Shannon’s entropy, this means that we are changing our baseline. The actual information (in the sense of
Shannon) is in fact measured by the deviation from an a priori that we do not know; a major task for

biologists will be to propose new ideas about the nature of the sequence a priori (what is a random
sequence?) in order to pinpoint the deviation, biologically significant, from this zero level. This places
information analysis of genomes in a position where the discussion of Bayesian statistics has been the
most passionate. And one must note that this zero level can differ according to the biological process
which is considered. As a first approximation, for instance, the zero level for replication machinery is a
random sequence having the same base composition. In contrast, for translation it is likely that one
should use as the random baseline a sequence, taking into account the triplet structure of the coding
sequences.
Predicting Transcription Terminators. Two processes control transcription termination in E. coli.
Among other features, they differ by the proteins which are involved, in particular by the presence of
termination factor Rho. Most operons terminate transcription in a Rho-independent manner at sites
which have been defined by the presence of stem-loop structures followed by a run of T’s. Identification
of terminators is a good example of the variety of viewpoints which must be correlated when one wishes
to assign a function to a nucleotide sequence with some efficiency. Despite their distinctive features,
true Rho-independent terminators cannot be predicted easily.
At first sight, the efficiency of a termination signal should be governed by the stability of its stemloop structure and by the length of the run of T’s. But many counterexamples exist, and one can describe
stem-loop structures with the same thermodynamic stability placed in terminators having very different
efficiencies. There also exist strong terminators with no or only a few T’s. In the same way, the two
sequences proposed to be important by Brendel et al. (21), CGGG(C/G) and TCTG, are absent from
many terminators. As in the case of promoters, consensus sequences cannot be used to predict that a
sequence acts as a terminator. It seems, however, reasonable to assume that the stem-loop structure,
ending in T’s, can constitute the core sequence of terminators. D’Aubenton-Carafa et al. (31) have
analyzed the structure of terminators, and in particular the role of the run of T’s, and have proposed that
what is important is the relative position of each T residue with respect to the length of the T run. They
have defined an empirical parameter nucleotide which penalizes an interruption of the poly(T) sequence
the most when it is located near the end of the stem structure.
The second requisite for the sequence to be a terminator is that it form a hairpin structure in the 50
nucleotides upstream of the poly(T). The efficiency of the hairpin as a terminator is measured by the
parameter Y, which is the ratio of its energy stability ∆G (calculated according to the model of Yager
and von Hippel [193]) to the total length of the hairpin, including the loop. An empirical linear
combination of both parameters permits one to decide whether a sequence is likely to be a Rhoindependent terminator. According to the authors, using this criterion gives 5% false positives and 5%
false negatives. A direct experimental approach has substantiated some of this description, but it could
not be further confirmed because the efficiency of terminators may be strongly dependent on the
environmental growth conditions (143, 179).
Rho-independent transcription termination signals illustrate identification of sequence signals
without going through a step whereby consensus sequences are looked for. The efficiency of the method
of d’Aubenton-Carafa et al. (31) is probably due to the fact that their description takes into account
actual physicochemical processes involved in termination. Another example of such identification is the
search for self-splicing intron sequences.
Predicting Introns. Self-splicing introns have been discovered in eukaryotic cells and their viruses.
However, it was found early on that bacteriophage T4 harbored several group I introns, and such
intervening sequences were also found in archaebacteria and most organisms (25, 94, 145, 168, 192).
More recently, mobile elements encoding reverse transcriptase were found in myxobacteria and in E.
coli B (105). It was further discovered that E. coli strains in the EcoR collection often contained group II
introns (50). It was therefore of interest to devise programs able to predict the locations of introns in new
DNA sequences. Group I introns are defined in biochemical terms by their ability to make a covalent
link between a guanosine and their 5′end during the first phase of excision. Group I introns are so
diverse that only seven nucleotides are strictly conserved, and among these only two are located at a

fixed distance from each other in the sequence. In contrast, the secondary structure of the intron’s core is
very well preserved, having six helices always present. There are, however, a large variety of forms,
including bulging nucleotides, unpaired bases, variation in length, and, from time to time, large
insertions, so that the lengths of the terminal loops as well as the distance between the core and the
excision site are impossible to predict (for a review, see reference 119). In spite of these problems,
Lisacek et al. (107) showed that it was possible to predict the presence of a group I intron with a
probability of 92%, with less than one false positive in 106 bases. The recognition process consists of
generating and evaluating a large number of possible local solutions, which are then progressively
combined into more and more complex structures, up to a stage where a complete core is formed (six to
seven putative helices are formed of paired segments, six segments form connecting regions, and three
loops form the ends). Identification of a group I intron core rests not on identification of a special motif
but, on the contrary, on a global approach whereby all data on primary or secondary sequences
simultaneously interplay. This success has been possible because the program of Lisacek et al. (107) is
not simply heuristic but reflects in a formal way the very nature, in physicochemical terms, of these
objects and permits the direct and unambiguous search of the corresponding pattern in the sequences
under study. At present, E. coli K-12 seems to be an exception in that it does not appear to harbor any
intron.
Initiation of Translation. In 1974, Shine and Dalgarno (167), studying the translation start sites of
RNA virus genes, discovered that these sites were complementary to the 3′
-OH end of 16S rRNA. They
immediately proposed that this corresponded to a specific site selected by the ribosome 30S subunit for
identification of the start codon, AUG, GUG, or UUG. This was the first example of a consensus
sequence, and it can be surmised that Shine and Dalgarno’s publication started the general trend for
looking for consensus sequences as determining recognition processes for regulatory sites. When
mRNAs were identified, it became more and more evident that something like the Shine-Dalgarno
sequence was in general present upstream of the start codon, but that the spacing between these
ribosome binding sites and the start codon could vary widely (from 5 to 13 nucleotides). In fact, it has
been difficult to establish the definition of a domain that is necessary for initiation of translation (182).
Several motifs have been identified either upstream (184) or downstream (174) of the initiation codon in
strongly expressed genes. Thanaraj and Pandit (184) have combined the identification of a consensus
sequence with information on putative secondary structures; Sprengart et al. performed experiments
directly on the translation initiation region of gene 0.3 of bacteriophage T7 (the T7 gene displaying the
highest expression level) (174). Finally, Dreyfus (43) randomly cloned translation initiation regions
from E. coli and compared these regions with in-phase initiation codons of eukaryotic origin. This led
him to identify some of the constraints operating in the –20,+15 region of the initiation region. He could
demonstrate that this region, although still not well characterized, is sufficient to entirely determine the
presence of a start site, despite the fact that the region studied corresponded to genes translated with an
extremely variable efficiency. This result was further extended and substantiated by analysis of the
expression of more translation initiation regions, including regions with artificially constructed ShineDalgarno sequences (10, 147).
Perrière explored the idea that there is a strong correlation between translation initiation signals and
the degree of gene expression (137). With this aim in mind, he constructed three sets of genes thought to
differ in expression level plus a random sequence batch displaying the same average base composition.
He then compared the information content IY→ X, the similarity with the 3′end of 16S rRNA, the pairing
energy between mRNA and rRNA, and the putative secondary structures in the region spanning
positions –55 to –1 of the mRNA. This study indicated that the additional sites proposed as favoring
translation initiation (139, 174, 184) were not preferentially found in strongly expressed genes.
Furthermore, the actual distribution of the analyzed criteria does not differ from what would be found in
random sequences. There is a clear contribution of structure to initiation efficiency, however. For
example, de Smit and van Duin investigated the influence of secondary structures on the ribosome
binding site and found that competition between intramolecular and intermolecular binding forces was a
determinant for initiation efficiency (38, 39).

Thus, notwithstanding a significant role of secondary structures, the Shine-Dalgarno sequence is the
only signal which has been clearly demonstrated as pertinent in translation initiation, and it is generally
closer to the consensus in strongly expressed genes than in the others (the motif described by Sprengart
et al. [174] is a specific case because it seems characteristic of phages T4 and T7). In conclusion,
although a probably pertinent description of translation initiation regions involving binding of the
mRNA to the 3′end of 16S rRNA has been proposed (82), the level of gene expression in this region
cannot be evaluated with only knowledge of the sequences because we do not know yet how to predict
reliably the existence of secondary structures in individual mRNAs.
Theoretical Considerations for the Identification of Signals
Signal Description Using Consensus Sequences. Finding signals has been the first application of
informatics to sequence analysis in E. coli. The vast majority of studies aiming at identifying signals
dealt with the implementation of heuristics and not with searches of solutions modeled from a realistic
representation of phenomena. They are much faster than exhaustive searches but may miss their goal in
a generally unpredictable way. This heuristic approach was usually summarized as consensus sequence
identification. The corresponding studies can be ordered as a function of the estimated complexity of the
consensus sequence.
(i) The consensus sequence is composed of letters (representing nucleotides or amino acids) present,
at a given position, in more than half of the sequences. Sometimes it is even less well characterized,
displaying a frequency in the examples as low as 35%. In this situation, to use a consensus motif means
to look for an identical or nearly identical motif in a new genomic sequence or in a new protein. The
underlying logic of this approach is very similar to that used in syntactic analysis. The best results are
obtained with proteins (which justifies the use of the PROSITE database of Bairoch) rather than with
nucleic acids.
(ii) The composition diversity at a given position in a consensus sequence is conserved in a multiple
alignment (this corresponds to another database, BLOCKS [76]), in a consensus matrix (176), or in the
Shannon’s entropy of a motif (128). In all such cases, it is possible to use an algorithm of dynamic
programming in order to evaluate the similarity between the consensus and the analyzed sequence, thus
permitting introduction of gaps (insertions or deletions) when necessary.
Description Using Attributes. The methods described above aim solely at preserving a more or less
exact motif in a sequence, implicitly supposed to be the archetype or ancestor from which all
experimental sequences would have been derived by mutation (or toward which the sequence could
converge). Each position is considered an isolated entity, and no correlation between letters or positions
is considered. Several methods can take into account the existing correlations between letters present at
differing positions in a given sequence. They have several features in common and can be thought of as
methods involving a process of learning from examples meant to solve classification problems (either
through discrimination between two sets of objects or through assimilation of objects to a set of objects
having some feature in common). They are used when one does not know, a priori, a decision procedure
but when one has a sufficient number of positive and negative examples. Following a training step using
a set of examples, one builds up a procedure meant to solve the problem. The most significant methods
of this type are as follows.
(i) The Perceptron, a classical learning method in pattern recognition research (149), is an
input/output automaton whereby the input and output levels are linked in such a way that each input
point is linked to all output points. Learning consists in making the efficiency (weight) of each
connection (synapse) evolve by “training” in such a way that at the end of the training period, the
behavior of the overall system reflects as much as possible the behavior expected from the set of given
examples. This allows one to compute, using the training set, a weight for each synapse. The system is
subsequently used in a fixed way, with the synapses having the weight that they obtained after the
training period. Stormo and coworkers have pioneered the field by using a Perceptron approach for
creating matrices permitting identification of the ribosome binding sites in E. coli mRNAs (183), and

they have been followed by many other authors both for the study of DNA and protein sequences and
for generating pertinent patterns for promoter recognition (2, 124). The Perceptron cannot manage the
logical “or” rule, however; it can recognize only classes well enough separated (it cannot separate a
class for which two properties are simultaneously true or simultaneously false from a class for which
one of the properties is true when the second is false).
(ii) The algorithm of back-propagation gradient (generalized delta rule) alleviates some of the
limitations of the Perceptron by allowing implementation of the logical “or” (155). However, the
convergence of the method toward an optimal solution is not certain. Neural networks represent an easy
way to implement this class of algorithms, but they do not permit generation of classifications more
efficient than those obtained using nonneural algorithms of equivalent complexity, as illustrated
empirically by Hirst and Sternberg (78). However, they have the advantage that because they can be
parallelized, they can sometimes be very fast (37, 49, 79, 109, 130, 131).
(iii) An alternative to these approaches consists of using artificial intelligence techniques.
Statisticosyntactic learning techniques have been used for identification of translation initiation regions
(148) as well as of promoters (158). With such methods, each object’s description is summarized as a
list of attributes. The knowledge generated through learning is visualized as a set of rules (e.g., there is a
purine at position 3 and a C at position 7), taken as arguments in favor of a decision process. In order to
take a decision, one follows quantitative logic rules, using appropriate threshold values (for instance,
true in more than x% of the examples and less than y% of the counterexamples) (172).
(iv) Classical techniques in data analysis (multidimensionnal scaling) are scarcely used in this
domain despite the fact that they provide solutions which seem to be well adapted to the analysis of
relationships existing between the positions correlated in short sequences (137).
Such methods represent the most evolved form of investigation in terms of consensus sequences. All
have some limitation. In particular, they operate poorly on motifs in which one allows for random
insertions or deletions. A significant improvement can be made when the conceptual analysis of the
biological problem can be implemented in the structure of the network. But this does not correspond to a
true help in discovery, since it is precisely biological intuition which is implemented at the start during
the building up of the network. In this respect, one should remember that most neural networks are
sensitive to the “ugly duckling” effect described by Watanabe (189), which indicates that a learning
image can be blurred when the number of learning examples in the training sets increases, unless the
examples have strictly homogeneous properties. But in order to fit this requirement, one must either be
extremely lucky or have already understood most of the problem. In addition, there is another difficulty
inherent to methods which are not explicitly based on statistical analysis: one cannot check that there are
enough degrees of freedom in the system; i.e., the sample may contain many more pieces of information
than the number of parameters which are computed. The problem is particularly difficult to tackle in the
case of neural networks which are overdimensioned compared with the volume of data. One obtains a
system which behaves very well on the training data, because it can effectively “memorize,” but does
not do well at generalizing and therefore does poorly on test data not included in the training set.
The Perceptron, as well as most neural network learning techniques (and this has often escaped
attention), because they involve reversible formal synapses, have a weight which evolves in a
quantitative fashion as a function of their actual use. This means that the synapse weight can fluctuate as
a function of the training set. As a consequence, when the set size increases, the weight of each synapse
may go through an optimum value and then slowly go back toward a more or less average value, thus
losing discrimination power. Therefore, as the training set of examples increases in size, the actual
efficiency of the consensus matrix created by the learning procedure loses accuracy. In fact, it would be
useful to test ancestors of neural networks which evolve in such a way that the effective transmitting
capacity of a synapse goes irreversibly to zero when its value falls below a certain threshold value,
freezing the learning state (29). This is reminiscent of the importance of the terminating step in recursive
algorithms. A relevant example is the prediction of promoter recognition by Horton and Kanehisa (79).
These authors used “trimmed” neural networks, in which they reduced the number of weights in the
input window during training by deleting weights when they fell below a threshold (low) value. It would
be important to compare and develop new approaches with emphasis on the stability of their learning

capacity as a function of the training sets.
Structural Descriptions. Such descriptive methods provide us only with heuristics, which can be
completely disconnected from the biological reality. A series of studies performed 10 years ago has
identified the following bottlenecks (55, 56). (i) Biochemical objects are well accounted for if one uses
structural descriptions, whereas such objects can be described only partially in terms of attributes. (ii)
There are specific learning methods adapted to the structural mode of description. The knowledge that
they generate significantly differs from the knowledge derived from more classical methods and cannot
be reduced to the latter (because the descriptions that they use are more complete). (iii) Such modes of
description, together with the corresponding learning methods, are complex (“learning” is used here
with the meaning found in computer sciences), and this requires large amounts of central processing unit
and memory allocation.
Gascuel and Danchin (57) demonstrated the validity of this structural approach when they
characterized the structural differences between signal peptides necessary for protein secretion in
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The studies described above further demonstrate that a pertinent description
of a signal is possible only if one considers the physicochemical structure and dynamics of the
underlying biological process. In these cases, the solution was obtained not after identification of one or
several consensus sequences but from a description combining information which does not correspond
to the same level (primary sequence, secondary structures), in which the three-dimensional organization
plays a major role.
Linguistic Approaches. The case of consensus sequences reflects the inadequacy of context-free
grammars in the description of biological signals. One needs a descriptive process that takes into
account the actual biological recognition process in order to fit the experimental data. As stated by
Collado-Vides (27, 28), a model that is descriptively adequate can be thought of as a classification
scheme which takes into account all well-formed signals and discards those which do not fit. A
systematic and integrated description has to be consistent with the actual mechanistic explanations of the
process. The main illustrations of this approach are the Prolog-derived description of Searls (161, 162)
and the linguistic description of units of genetic information (promoters and the like) devised by
Collado-Vides (27, 28). Created for the specific situation of σ70-dependent E. coli promoters, it is an
attempt which is still in its infancy and as yet unable to make accurate predictions. One therefore must
still consider other methods permitting investigation of biological sequences.
Chaitin-Kolmogorov Algorithmic Complexity. Biology is more a science of relationships between
objects than a science of objects (this is indeed the raison d’être of analyses based on genetics). In
particular, the very nature of the information carried, from generation to generation, in the DNA
molecules that constitute genes cannot be summarized by Shannon’s entropy. For example, “context,”
“meaning,” or “semantics” are, by construction, absent from a figure such as a simple statistical mean
(which actually represents Shannon’s entropy). When we speak of the “genetic program,” biology
provides us with a metaphor that displaces the idea of information toward a new field, that of
programming and informatics. Is there more insight in these new fields than in the “natural” way of
considering information? At least since 1965, Kolmogorov and Chaitin, following Solomonoff and the
Russian school of electronicians, have formulated the problem in detail in the following way (for a
general description, see references 104 and 195). Let us consider the simple case of a chain of characters
such as those found in computer sciences. What can be said about its information content? A way to
consider the chain is to try to reduce its length so that it can be accommodated in a memory, for
example, using the minimum space, without altering its performance when used in a program (at least in
terms of accuracy, if not in terms of time)— in short, without losing its information content. This is
called compressing the data. This problem is of very broad and general interest. It is possible, given a
chain, to define the shortest formal program (in terms of Turing’s universal computation algorithms, i.e.,
algorithms that can be implemented on any machine operating on integers) that can compress an original
chain or restore it given its compression state. The algorithmic complexity, or information value of a

chain S, is therefore defined in this model as the minimal length of the program that can represent S in a
compressed form.
The complexity of the sequence made of 1 million A’s is very low, for there are very short programs
(e.g., “for i = 1 to 1,000,000; print A; end”) which print this sequence out. The (short) programs which
permit printing out long sequences can be considered compressed versions of the sequences. In contrast,
a sequence of length 1,000,000 having a Chaitin-Kolmogorov complexity equal to 1,000,000 is not
compressible: no means allows it to be described in a shorter form. With this definition, it appears that a
completely random chain S cannot be compressed, implying that the minimal program required to
compress S is identical to S. In this context, the information of a sequence is defined as the measure of
its compressibility (one often uses the concept of complexity rather than information in this context). A
sequence of symbols is random if and only if it is not compressible.
Represented as sequences of letters, genes and chromosomes have an intermediate information
(complexity) content: one finds local repetitions or, in contrast, sequences which are impossible to
predict locally. Their complexity is intermediary between randomness and repetition. The overall
complexity of sequences originating from higher eukaryotes or prokaryotes is very different, and it links
genomic sequences to both sides of the “uninteresting” fraction of information (repetition or
randomness). The complexity of the former is more repetitive and is usually much lower than that of the
latter, which looks more random (63). This is quite understandable if one remembers that bacterial or
viral genomes are submitted to stringent economy constraints, implying that they must remain very
compact. In contrast, the lengths of genomes of higher eukaryotes are much less constrained, and they
contain, for instance, many repetitive sequences.
Up to this point, we have considered the Chaitin-Kolmogorov complexity of a sequence, but this can
also apply to programs meant to identify meaningful sequences. In addition to the knowledge, present
but hidden, in a given sequence, it is possible to propose an evaluation of the quality of a description by
measuring its complexity. (i) The description operating at the lowest level consists of a complete list of
all known sequences. The corresponding information is not at all compressed, which is equivalent to
saying that the sequences are random (the complexity is maximum). (ii) In contrast, structural
descriptions such as those used for describing Rho-independent transcription termination, or used for
describing the class I intron core, provide a measure of the Chaitin-Kolmogorov complexity of these
biological objects, because one now knows the length of a program able to build them up.
(iii) Descriptions using attributes allow the writing of programs much shorter than those which have
just been described. These too simple programs are likely to have a complexity lower than that of the
signals they attempt to describe. In this case accordingly, they correspond to attempts which must fail.
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE INFORMATION
From an abstract point of view, a DNA molecule can be seen as a long sequence possessing meaning,
but becoming more and more random as the result of mutagenic processes. In contrast, from the
biologist’s point of view this sequence is submitted to a variety of constraints and certainly carries many
signals, even if it looks random. The self-consistency of a genome is maintained as the result of natural
selection, the individual’s survival being the result of these constraints and signals.
The paragraphs above have shown that even when it corresponds to well-identified processes, the
analysis of known signals is not an easy task. A fortiori, the analysis of other (yet unknown) signals in a
DNA molecule will be very difficult, precisely because one does not know their very existence.
Furthermore, one has reason to suspect, especially in prokaryotes, that the information carried by
different signals can correspond to superimposed signals at a given position of the sequence. The genetic
code redundancy for example allows superimposition of independent information at a given position in
the sequence. In addition, there exists a further degree of freedom in protein sequences because amino
acid residues are functionally similar. Nobody knows, at present, how to measure the contribution of this
latter level of degeneracy in the genome.

Lacking a direct experimental approach for evaluating information in sequences, one must rest on
methods which have been validated in various fields other than biology, such as signal analysis or
linguistics: identification of heterogeneity in nucleotide composition, detection of motifs which are
under- or overrepresented, as well as study of their distribution, analysis of regularities, etc.
Identification of Significant Motifs
As in the preceding examples, E. coli has been a paradigm for the identification of motifs. The basic
idea for identifying significant motifs is to design, a priori, a probabilistic model permitting generation
of a theoretical genetic sequence (for example, actualizing the probability of chaining appropriate
nucleotides) and then to compute the mean frequency (expected value) of a given motif in this modelderived sequence. This latter theoretical motif frequency is subsequently compared with the frequency
observed in the real sequence. If the difference between the two frequencies is important, one can
surmise that the motif reflects a process of biological significance. This approach asks mathematical
questions (what is the statistical significance of the deviation?) as well as biological questions (how can
one interpret the observations?).
The Statistical Meaning of Motifs. Knowing the absolute value of the distance between a mean
frequency and the observed frequency is not enough to permit one to define the statistical meaning of a
motif’s frequency. One must also know the standard deviation in the frequency distribution of the motif.
A first, classical, approximation is to assume that the standard deviation is equal to the observed mean
(Poisson’s law).
The simplest method, and the only possible one in the case of complex models, is to generate a set of
sequences in which the chaining of letters follows a given probability law and then to determine
empirically the frequency distribution of the motifs in these sequences (69, 74). The method is
particularly well suited to the identification of motifs located in genes coding for proteins. In this case,
the most appropriate theoretical model generates a nucleotide sequence while preserving the amino acid
content, the specific codon usage of the gene, and the dinucleotide frequency in the codon chaining. This
theoretical model permits elimination of all constraints linked to the nature and the function of the
protein as well as of the general features of the considered nucleic acid segment.
Unfortunately, construction of such a simulation is not adapted when the frequency of the motifs is
small (i.e., for long motifs). A precise estimate of motif distribution is impossible because this would
require generation of extremely long theoretical sequences, an exercise that poses insuperable practical
difficulties.
In fact, a rigorous analysis of the problem is even more complicated, because the characteristic
features of the frequency distribution of motifs depend not only on the length of the motif but also on
possible overlapping of the motif with itself (for example, two TATA motifs can overlap with a twoletter shift). Gardner (54) has nicely illustrated some unexpected consequences of such overlaps and
shown that intuition is of no help if one wishes to make a statistical study of motif distribution.
Pevzner et al. (140) have proposed a measure for the evaluation of the statistical meaning of any
motif. The standard deviation of the frequency is increased according to a specific law when the motif
allows for overlaps. These authors have also calculated the distribution of motifs comprising several
words, not necessarily contiguous. Taking into account in this way complex motifs as well as motifs
with allowed overlaps is a technical trick which permits one to easily consider the behavior of Markov
chains of high order. Such chains correspond to models in which the probability for finding a letter at a
given position depends on the letters present upstream. The simplest model is the Markov chain of order
1: it generates a sequence of letters which keeps the composition bias of dinucleotides (or dipeptides in
protein sequences) observed in experimental sequences. Periodic Markov chain models (19) were
introduced for more accurate description of DNA regions which code for proteins in E. coli. Periodic
Markov chains of order 1 keep the three periodic variations in dinucleotide frequencies observed in a
protein-coding region, as a function of their situation in the reading frame. Kleffe and Borodovsky (91)

have established the exact value for the mean and standard deviation of the frequency of a motif in the
case of periodical Markov chains. In this model, one identifies 12 symbols: the four letters (A, T, G, C)
in the first position, the four letters (A′
, T′
, G′
, C′
) in the second position, and the four same letters (A″,
T″, G″, C″) in the third position of a reading frame of period 3. Using this alphabet sequence, ACTGTT
. . . is rewritten AC′
T″GT′
T″. . ., the transition probability for a letter doublet being different according
to the position in the hypothetical codon. Possessing such a model permits one to calculate directly the
exact statistical parameters (means, standard deviation, etc.) of the motif’s frequency in sequences
coding for proteins, whereas simulations give only approximations of such parameters, even after a long
computation time (to generate long random sequences of digits is very costly in terms of computation
time).
Burge et al. (22) have modified Pevzner formulas which compute the mean value of a motif’s
frequency in order to take into account the fact that a DNA molecule is double stranded, imposing the
condition that the constraints operating on one strand must also be consistently operating on the
complementary strand.
Several authors have been interested in motifs which are prominent not because of their frequency in
the sequence but because they display special features. Guibas and Odlyzko (67, 68) have studied
repeated motifs, such as ATAT . . . AT, or the periodicity of motifs in sequences. Their work does not,
unfortunately, provide an analytic description for the standard deviation of the distribution of such
repeated motifs. Karlin and coworkers (86) have solved the problem by using classical tools in
nonparametric statistics, which permit one to compare the values of variables for which the theoretical
frequency distribution is completely unknown, including their means and standard deviations, but at the
cost of efficiency.
From Statistical to Biological Meaning. There is no method which permits one to go from a
statistically significant observation to a biologically significant interpretation. In fact, the biological
interpretation always faces difficult problems. One has to propose various biological representations of a
given situation in order to analyze whether a statistical model may be significant. In the end, the
appropriate way to be sure that what has been proposed is meaningful is to build up mutants which
should behave in the way predicted from the interpretation of the models. Bacteria will be, for this
reason, extremely well-adapted tools for the investigation of the meaning of genomic sequences.
The difficulty can be seen from the very start of sequence analysis: different authors identify
different motifs as “significant,” even though they have analyzed the same set of sequences. This is
because the statistically significant outcome of a given analysis can vary according to the model chosen
for calculating the statistical mean or for generating the statistical baseline (theoretical sequence).
Nussinov (125), for instance, noticed a long time ago that there are correlations between a given
nucleotide and its neighbors. This can be interpreted in statistical terms by saying that a sequence is, to
make a minimum hypothesis, a Markov chain of order 1. But Blaisdell (15) and Phillips et al. (142) have
shown that the Markov chain must be at least of order 3 if one wants a theoretical chain to simulate
correctly an experimental one. Hénaut and Vigier (75) and Hanai and Wada (69) have obtained results
for motifs present inside coding sequences, but their approach uses the fact that the region considered
uses the genetic code in order to generate the theoretical reference sequence, therefore implying that the
method cannot be generalized to noncoding regions (or to regions coding for RNA molecules). From
these studies, it appears that the probabilistic model used for generating the reference sequence must
take into account the local composition and significance (such as “this is a protein-coding region”) of the
DNA molecule if one wants the comparison between the theoretical model and the experimental
sequence to be meaningful. The same statement comes from investigation of protein coding regions
(19), whereby it was shown that ordinary Markov chain analysis cannot simulate properly any coding
region.
Furthermore, the very fact that a given motif is favored or avoided does not mean that the motif itself
is the target sequence for a biological process. Selection can operate on a longer or shorter motif
comprising the prominent motif. Finding the motif which is actually significant is not trivial. We shall
illustrate this point in the case of the CTAG motif, which has been noticed by several authors to be

strongly counterselected in DNA sequences (Table 3). Several authors have focused on the very low
frequency of TAG (in and out of coding frame) and CTAG (22, 111, 115) in most organisms. One can
therefore ask whether counterselection on TAG is not enough to explain why CTAG is rare. Table 3
indeed shows that all motifs containing TAG are rarer than the theory would predict, the ratio between
the expected and observed frequencies varying between 0.6 and 0.8. However, in the case of CTAG, the
bias is extremely strong, as low as 0.2. This indicates that selection does not act only on TAG but
specifically acts against the presence of CTAG in sequences. At this point, one must verify that CTAG,
and not some longer sequence containing this motif, is the actual target. All motifs of five letters
containing the CTAG sequence display a ratio of frequency observed over theoretical frequency,
situated in the 0.2 range. These results indicate that counterselection does not increase when the
sequence length increases. Thus, CTAG is, in itself, the subject of some selective pressure. But it must
be emphasized that it is not possible, from these results alone, to determine whether the cause of this
effect stems from a special structural property of the DNA molecule having this sequence, as proposed
by Médigue et al. (115) or Burge et al. (22).
The latter example demonstrates the importance of having independent statistical results for each
studied motif. Studies in which both strands of the DNA molecule are considered equivalent cannot
distinguish between selection on a motif on one strand and selection on its complement. In studies like
those of Burge et al. (22), one cannot, for instance, distinguish CTA, which does not present a
significant bias in E. coli, when one considers the complementary of the transcribed strand, from its
complement TAG, which is strongly counterselected in this case (115). A fine analysis of significant
motifs requires construction of homogeneous sets of sequences in which all DNA fragments possess
similar biological characters, in particular in terms of coding capacity. This can be done by restricting
the analysis to special regions, such as coding sequences or strands having the same orientation with
respect to the orientation of the replicating fork, as a function of the likely biological significance of the
motifs that one is looking for.
TABLE 3 Frequency of motifs overlapping two codons comprised in or comprising CTAGa
Motif
No.
No.
Observed/
Motif
No.
No. expected
Observed/
observed
expected
expected
observed
expected
CTA
4,982
5,251.8
0.9
TAG
2,675
4,145.7
0.6
CTAT
2,187
2,242.9
1.0
TTAG
844
1,403.1
0.6
CTAC
2,283
2,081.8
1.1
CTAG
80
469.1
0.2
CTAA
1,116
1,142.8
1.0
ATAG
451
649.4
0.7
CTAG
80
469.1
0.2
GTAG
1,300
1,624.1
0.8
CTAGT
16
99.9
0.2
TCTAG
8
108.3
0.1
CTAGC
30
236.0
0.1
CCTAG
20
92.8
0.2
CTAGA
16
82.3
0.2
ACTAG
20
96.0
0.2
CTAGG
18
50.1
0.4
GCTAG
32
172.0
0.2
TAGT
529
938.2
0.6
TAGC
1,169
1,838.1
0.6
TAGA
556
854.9
0.7
TAGG
421
514.5
0.8
a
Data are derived from analysis of 761 identified genes of E. coli (115) comprising 286,895 codons. Genes involved in
horizontal transfer are excluded from the analysis. The observed frequency of an oligonucleotide sequence is compared with
the frequency it would have if the codon sequence in the gene was fixed only by the sequence of amino acids in the protein,
knowing the relative frequency of corresponding synonymous codons in the gene (75). As a first step, the frequency of
hexanucleotides overlapping two codons (when in phase) or three codons (when out of phase) is calculated. Each
hexanucleotide is subsequently split into shorter sequences of two, three, or four nucleotides, overlapping two codons. As an
example, a hexanucleotide 5′123-123 3′can be decomposed into one dinucleotide 3-1, two trinucleotides 23-1 and 3-12,
and three tetranucleotides 123-1, 23-12, and 3-123. Thus, each of the 256 tetranucleotides can be described as observed and
theoretical (expected) sets. All observed and calculated sets are computed for each of the 761 coding sequences in the
sample and added up. In the present situation, 469.1 CTAG motifs were expected, while only 80 (17%) were observed. The
difference between observed and calculated values is much larger than for each of the subsequences CTA (95%) and TAG
(65%). In contrast, counterselection does not significantly increase when the length of the sequence increases (the ratio
observed/expected varies from 7.4% for TCTAG to 36% for CTAGG). One thus concludes that there exists a selection
pressure specific to CTAG, which cannot be accounted for by pressure on TAG, and that this selection pressure is enough to
explain counterselection of five-letter motifs containing CTAG. The distance between the observed and the theoretical
frequency is negligible for dinucleotides CT, TA, and AG.

As we have just seen, a statistically significant difference between the observed and expected
frequencies was not sufficient to prove that selection was operating on a motif. This is not a necessary
condition either, as indicated by the study of nonsense triplets. If TAG is counterselected, this is
compensated for by an overrepresentation of TAA and TGA triplets, resulting in the expected frequency

for nonsense triplets (91). These triplets do not have a special frequency or distribution along the
chromosome, but if one analyzes the interval between two successive such triplets, imposing the
condition that this interval be a multiple of 3, a very prominent and well-known figure emerges,
corresponding to open reading frames comprising protein-coding sequences. This demonstrates the
importance of the reading frame in the analysis of DNA sequences. Curiously, however, no analysis
method takes this fact into consideration.
DNA Stretches with Special Structural Properties: Defined Ordered Sequences
Complexity of Substrings in dosDNA. Numerous regions of defined ordered sequence DNA
(dosDNA) exist in the genomes of prokaryotes and eukaryotes (190). The analysis of the complexity of
such sequences is somewhat similar to that of significant motifs, as already discussed. The minimum
analytic criterion is to identify the variety in composition of the sequence. Intuitively, once again, one
can consider that a sequence made of identical letters has a minimum complexity and, at the other
extreme, that the most complex sequences are those for which the probability for a letter at any given
position is equal to that at any other position, all letters being randomly intertwined. We find here the
same analysis as that given above for measuring the Chaitin-Kolmogorov complexity. But this analysis
is not well fitted for analyzing short sequences: the shortest program permitting one to print out the
sequence of the first eight digits of π is still “print 3.14159265,” which means that the most condensed
form to describe the sequence is the sequence itself (as in the case of random sequences), whereas this
would no longer be true for the first 500 digits of π.
To take this situation into account, several authors (156, 157, 191) have proposed a measure, K, for
the complexity of sequences of length L when L is small. K takes into account the degree of
inhomogeneity of the substring. In this model, a substring in which all four nucleotides are equally
represented is maximum, while it is zero if the substring contains only one type of nucleotide. The
complexity K is easier to compute than the complexity of Chaitin and Kolmogorov, but this is because it
corresponds to a much coarser view of reality. In particular, K does not contain any information on the
actual chaining of letters in the substring. A repeated string such as ATGCATGC . . . ATGC, which has
a low Chaitin-Kolmogorov complexity (“for i=1 to n; print ATGC; end”), has the same K value as a
random sequence having the same composition.
Lebbe and Vignes (100) give a measure of the complexity of substrings more refined than K. For
this, they use the analysis of local prediction in a sequence. A substring of length L is of low complexity
if the knowledge of a few letters is enough to reconstitute the string. It has a maximum complexity if the
knowledge of L – 1 letters is not enough to predict the Lth letter. The algorithm predicts the letter
located in the middle of the string L, the neighborhood of this position being constituted by the L – 1
other letters. A training procedure is performed on the totality of the sequence (of length N >> L). The
prediction takes into account not only the neighborhoods of the letter which is studied, when they are
identical to each other, but also the k neighborhoods which are the most similar to them. The fact that
these k neighborhoods are taken into consideration improves the prediction by smoothing out the
sampling-induced fluctuations. The local previsibility is measured by the mean of the differences
observed between the predicted letter and the letter observed in the real sequence.
Repeated Sequences. Clift et al. (26) have introduced the usage, in molecular biology, of an algorithm
able to identify all repeated strings, of any given length, in a sequence. This algorithm has the
enormous advantage of asking for a computation time and a memory allocation, which is a linear
function of the length of the sequence (18). They have proposed a graphical representation of the results,
a “landscape,” whereby each repetition is localized along the sequence. Unusually long repetitions
appear as peaks and valleys containing sequences which are rare or unique.
Such programs are limited to the identification of exact repeats. But biologists often believe that
looking for approximate repetitions might be more rewarding. Leung et al. (103) have solved the
problem when the studied motif is made of a succession of exact repeats, chained through short
segments where the sequences are permitted to differ. It is indeed necessary to limit the error amount

which one admits in approximate repeats if one does not want to find that any one sequence matches the
investigated pattern. The constraint imposed in the method of Leung et al. (103) is to fix the minimum
length of the exacts repeats (b) and the maximum length of the segments which are allowed to vary (ε).
Although the complexity of the algorithm is not a linear function of the length of the sequence, the
program can still be run on standard computers if b is large and ε is small compared with the analyzed
sequence. This program allowed Blaisdell et al. (16) to discover new classes of repetitive extragenic
palindromes (58) in E. coli.
Several authors use the concept of information compression (121, 194). It is a measure of ChaitinKolmogorov algorithmic complexity as presented above. The compression range of a sequence is very
sensitive to the presence of symmetry elements (palindromes, tandem duplications, etc.) or to the type of
mono- or oligonucleotide repetitions found in dosDNA. The programs of Milosavljevic and Jurka (121)
and of Yee and Allison (194) take only direct repetitions into account, but this reflects simply a technical
choice made by the authors, not any specific limit of the method. Restricting investigation to repetitions
in a sequence, it can be seen that the more repetitions, the stronger the compression. In addition, the
outcome of the compression permits one to take chance into account, i.e., the fact that if repetition of a
substring does not allow any compression (because it is too short), this repetition does not have any
other algorithmic explanation, chance aside.
Distribution of Motifs along the Sequence. We have seen above that it is necessary to take into account
the distribution of nonsense triplets in each reading frame if one wants to discover that they have a
special function. Classical methods in statistical analysis designed for the study of the distribution of
motifs along a sequence do not perform the investigation at such a deep level. They do go, however,
beyond the simple model of an exponential distribution of the intervals between to successive motifs. An
important improvement in sensitivity is to study the distance between the extremities of a fragment
limited by two motifs and containing k motifs. This statistical analysis allows one to recognize regions
exhibiting unusual regular features or unusually dense clustering of motifs. It has been used in molecular
biology to demonstrate that the early steps of mutation fixation in a divergent evolution scheme are
linked to constraints operating on the DNA itself and not on the proteins (36). Karlin and Macken (87)
have generalized this method under the name r-fragment analysis. They have thus shown that in E. coli,
restriction sites made of 6 bp are more regularly spaced than a random sequence would predict (86).
Since then, Karlin and coworkers have extensively used r-fragment analysis, for example to study
Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome III (85), but at least one new algorithm has discovered internal
repeats which had escaped the attention of Karlin et al. in this case (101).
Looking for long-distance correlations (several hundreds of nucleotides) requires new methods, such
as those derived from the study of fractal signals. A preliminary observation has been made by Peng et
al. (136). They have studied the distribution of purines and pyrimidines along sequences by giving the
value –1 to a purine and the value +1 to a pyrimidine. The analysis of sequences devoid of introns, in
particular E. coli sequences, does not reveal any long-range correlation. For this reason, a periodical
Markov chain model, such as the one devised by Borodovsky and coworkers, reveals most important
features in E. coli sequences. In contrast, in sequences containing many introns, long-distance
correlation are prominent, with specific scale-invariant properties typical of fractal structures. In the case
of the purine/pyrimidine analysis, this means that one finds similar organizations whether one looks at
segments of 1,000 nucleotides or 10,000 nucleotides, provided that the analysis sliding window, used for
smoothing out noise, is changed in the same proportions. The work by Peng et al. (136) has been
criticized for technical reasons (see the discussion in reference 85). It seems, however, that despite some
inaccuracy at the quantitative level, its conclusions are valid (6a).
Some Biological Results
Trifonov and Brendel (185) have created GNOMIC, a dictionary of the genetic codes wherein motif
sequences are associated with their biological meanings. Unfortunately, the explosion of results derived
from the many sequences accumulated in data libraries has made their initial attempt impossible to

continue. In addition, it was soon observed that a meaningful motif in a given organism could have no
significance in another organism, and vice versa. Even in a given organism, there are important
differences between genes belonging to a given category and the others (e.g., translation and core
intermediary metabolism versus genes involved in horizontal transfer [74, 114, 115, 142]). It is easy in
some cases to relate an observation to a biological feature: GGAGG is counterselected in genes (the
ratio between the theoretical and observed frequencies is 4.2), which is certainly linked to its presence in
the Shine-Dalgarno consensus sequence. As mentioned above, the selection against CTAG may be
related to the fact that the double helix is kinked at the center of this motif. But there remains only little
hope that all “significant” motifs correspond to actual biological signals or are linked to the stability of
the DNA molecule. Indeed, there is some contradiction between the elusiveness of the concept of
consensus sequences, as discussed above, and the idea that signals corresponding to precise motifs
would be the target of selection.
A completely different approach consists of considering the motifs as indicative of the presence of
very general constraints, having no direct relationship with the meaning of the actual motifs’sequences.
There is a strong correlation between the frequency of a codon and that of its complementary
counterpart in E. coli (3). This correlation is even stronger in the case of oligonucleotides overlapping
codons, which is permitted because synonymous codons can be chosen, preserving the nature of the
amino acid residue in the coded protein. The correlation between complementary oligonucleotides is
also present in phage T7 and lambda genomes, which have different strategies for codon usage. This
correlation is true for all three classes of genes in E. coli (114, 142, 186).
Bhagwat and McClelland (14) and Merkl et al. (117) have proposed that in E. coli, the frequency
anomalies for some tetra- and pentanucleotides are the result of a specific process of mismatch
repair, the so-called very short patch repair. This process repairs T⋅G pairs as C⋅G pairs when the
mispair occurs in a motif 5′
T(A/T)GG3′
/3′
G(T/A)CC5′or in a motif 5′
CT(A/T)G3′
/3′
GG(T/A)C5′at
the positions of the boldfaced letters. These tetranucleotides are part of the CC(A/T)GG pentanucleotide
sequence that is methylated (on the second C) by the dcm gene product, Dcm cytosine methylase. Thus,
this system could have evolved to prevent C→ T mutagenesis caused by spontaneous or enzymemediated deamination of 5-methylcytosine to T. However, if this repair system were very efficient, then
each replication error G opposite template T at the above position would be fixed by this specialized
repair system to a TA→ CG mutation instead of being corrected by the long patch strand-directed
mismatch repair system (mutHLSU), hence a T→ C mutagenesis! With time, this process should lead to
a decrease in the presence of tetranucleotides TAGG, CCTA, TTGG, CCAA, CTAG, CTTG, and
CAAG and to an enrichment in tetranucleotides CAGG, CTGG, CCAG, and CCTG.
It seems possible to extend this kind of analysis to other repair processes inducing spontaneous
mutations. Many over- or underexpressed motifs are part of what Wells and Sinden (190) name dosDNA
(see above). Such sequences generally contain elements having some kind of symmetry (palindromes,
tandem duplications, and the like) or multiple repetitions of mono- or oligonucleotides. Regions
organized as dosDNA can have spatial configurations which significantly differ from the standard BDNA structure. This implies that dosDNA is associated with specific mutation processes and with
instabilities during DNA replication. In humans, this seems to be at the origin of many genetic diseases.
Studies performed in the next several years should lead us to understand whether preferred or excluded
motifs are indeed the scar of such genetic instabilities. Identifying specific substrings by statistical
means will then necessarily be linked to a direct experimental approach in order to understand genome
stability.
CONCLUSION
After much debate, and promises which have not been fulfilled, it appears that molecular genome
analysis has at last come of age. One can expect that most if not all of the E. coli genome will be known
by the end of 1997. A measure of the corresponding success is that progress in sequence acquisition no
longer seems remarkable, stretches of the order of 100 kb or more being now commonplace. However,
although some information can be derived from the knowledge of sequences only, it seems that much

work must still be performed if one is to correlate a given sequence and its biological function.
In addition to the information levels discussed in this chapter, several other levels of information
should be considered if one wishes to understand the true meaning of biological sequences. It is, for
instance, of particular importance to take into account the time-dependent part of biological processes.
We have mentioned this fact when discussing the efficiency of transcription terminators. The underlying
dynamic processes give their biological meaning to graphical representations wherein a sliding window
is used in order to smooth out the fluctuations of a given variable. Indeed, when using a sliding window,
one considers implicitly that the phenomenon which is described is homogeneous at the corresponding
scale. The interpretation is self-evident when the window comprises a few tens of nucleotides, because
this can correspond to the region of interaction of a protein with its particular target. This is no longer so
when one uses windows longer than 1,000 nucleotides. In the presence of an unexpected regularity, one
must then assume that this is the speed (or, more generally, the inertia) of a sliding machinery, or of a
global deformation wave which has to be taken into account, because this would explain why the
phenomenon remains unchanged over such a large length. As an illustration, one could visualize a
window of a few thousand nucleotides as showing the genome as it is seen by a DNA polymerase
complex, while a window of a few hundred nucleotides would correspond to transcription. All of this
would require general considerations which will not be discussed here (see reference 30 for a general
discussion). In any case, it seems very important to make hypotheses and to test them experimentally by
constructing appropriate mutant strains. We think that this will be a major future trend of molecular
genetics once the sequences of the complete genomes are known.
We have summarized in this chapter the many informatics approaches which enable geneticists to
explore the meaning of the sequences they have been able to generate. This is but the first step in a much
deeper analysis for which research is presently starting. One can see from the work which has already
been done that the light which can be shed by informatics techniques on sequences can certainly help
geneticists in building up rich and promising biological experiments: E. coli can be studied in silico
before one returns to it in vivo.
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